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phantom gun: murdered by police and counting 

open palms trigger no spit shiny gun
judicial system disallows truth say
badge shimmers, aims, shoots hue, skin conundrum

streets become open caskets, we can’t run
blockade, gather, protest onward display
open palms trigger no spit shiny gun

lit candles, wilting bouquets cascade hum
concrete catches blooming fruit, open grave
badge shimmers, aims, shoots hue, skin conundrum

body pass forth memories harsh like sun
rebel winter turn spring, standing flags fray
open palms trigger no spit shiny gun

raze all replicas, american drum
murky stories, phantom gun they carry
badge shimmers, aims, shoots hue, skin conundrum

witness given no refuge, must run
for life, recollections they do marry
open palms trigger no spit shiny gun
badge shimmers, aims, shoots hue, skin conundrum

librecht baker 
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Rainbow-Colored Shoes

I wore rainbow-colored shoes today
because my existence
is an act of defiance

I searched the eyes of strangers
and imagined how my body
would look shot in the street

The sun shining down on my shoes
in a puddle of rainbow-colored blood

Tate A. Geborkoff
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waking up on june 12, 2016

everyday my hair is a little thinner / my skin is a little drier / my nails, more 
brittle / everyday my thyroid dies a little // i wake up to news that my people 
are dead / 49 dead for dancing / 53 injured for a fun saturday night / 30 rescued 
from a hostage situation // &  i’m fucking dying inside / my stomach is eating 
itself / my eyes turn squeamish at the headlines / my liver fails to remove the 
toxicity from my body / my fingers tremble under the pressure of my coffee 
mug /my toes ache from an old wound, a break // & it doesn’t fucking matter 
/ my people are dead / my extended family is mourning the loss / the collective 
loss is dripping trauma / but the news  won’t have it / the americans won’t have it 
/ the potus nominees won’t have it // my tears won’t bring them back to life / my 
blood won’t save their lives / my heart can’t keep breaking in my chest // i can’t 
keep surviving the torrent of metal / my spirit (if i have one) can’t keep living / 
my metaphors are terrible / i can’t pretend with this one / i can’t dream this away 
/ it’s a waking nightmare / we’re all trapped here / in a world that wants us dead 
or dying / & my thyroid problems are the least of my fucking worries

Caseyrenee Lopez
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i heard a pop today

i heard a pop today / a firecracker / a car backfiring / ft benning live artillery 
practice 
// 
it resounded in my heart like a bomb / it shook me to the core / started 
somewhere in my belly / travelled outwards / rippled through my feet / & 
collided with the ground 
// 
i couldn’t cry today / when i said their names / they rolled off my tongue / 
sounding so familiar / so like my own family / the tildes punching me in the 
heart / the ferocity of my latinx family wrapping me in unconditional love / 
my families faces reflected in those rainbow frames albums / floating ghosts 
// 
i taught today / no one spoke a word about our death / fear became a wall in 
my mouth / their apathy, a flensing knife / a mixed race lesbian student more 
reserved that usual / & my arms willing to hug her / to share in her grief / our 
grief / but my fear marooned me on an island of pain 
// 
my husband showing me a message / from pops / his pops / my pops / “are 
you okay? dont let hate bring you down i love you” / i carry his brown skin & 
brown hair & brown eyes in my heart / i carry his son in my heart / i offer my 
heart for theirs / i want to eat the pain of my latinx family / but they endure 
// 
i heard a pop today / a firecracker / a car backfiring / ft benning live artillery 
practice // it resounded in my heart like a bomb / it was the worlds way 
of reminding me / that my family is not safe / that im not safe / it was a 
reminder to know my place
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A Case File 

She explained how she had blown 
off the legs of her father with his own shotgun and, 

with the help of her bruised and weeping 
mother, dragged him out back behind the barn, heard 

the cows moving in the stays, as they 
lumbered toward the pig pen, five hogs waiting 

with eyes like dinner plates. They could 
smell the bleeding. Her father was nothing but moans 

and whimpers spreading ribbons of 
red in the snow. Over the fence they threw him 

then walked back to the house. I looked 
back once, she said. Mama gripped my shoulder, turned 

me back toward the mudroom and told me 
there was no reason to worry, he weren’t coming. 

The way they both strode tall, accomplished, regal 
down the red carpet father had left for them. 

The last kindness he’d done them, their eyes shining 
through the early silver morning.

DAWSON STEEBER
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Second Amendment Remedies

“[I]f this Congress keeps going the way it is, people are really looking toward those Second 
Amendment remedies...” – Nevada GOP Senate candidate Sharron Angle, January 2010.
    
Stand your ground.
Put somebody six feet under 
if you don’t like their music or prayers.
If you hate who they love. If they’re learning
the alphabet or are enjoying a movie or party.

The NRA tells Congress that it’s your right.
If ballots don’t work bullets will.
If ballots don’t work bullets will.

The rest of us are left with carnage,
church bells, and candlelight.
Moments of silence so frequent
I wonder if I’m going deaf.

Compromise is shot on sight.
Blood money looks the other way.
If ballots don’t work bullets will.

The outrage of it paces 
between head and heart
before it slinks
beyond our short range of focus.

Bloodthirsty blasts gouge out life
in cars, homes, and streets.
Maybe right here, maybe right now.

So I ask myself,
Do I feel lucky?
Well do ya, punk?

Tom Russell
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Woman Eternal

You’re never pictured beside the uncoverings 
of the oven doors, below the noose,
your love begging for redemption 
without hate, and no redeemer possible. 

It’s not you with missile and bomb,
woman, though you share the control
tower, the screen and desk far away,
with tender buttons trained on targets.

You still give life as always, as your mothers gave, 
see your sons kill and be killed, as always, and weep
and make more, fighting to protect them
from their jealous father, who devours them always. 

Always you replace them, though you know 
their fate. You birth this race to flood the world 
with blood and never wonder why. 
What lies in your mother’s heart?

Remember, woman, the pain of giving birth, 
remember your daughters. 
Their altars rise from the reeking earth,
lambs destined for slaughter.

Mercedes Webb-Pullman
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Business As Usual  (Washington, D.C.  Navy Yard)

After police cars careen downtown,
sirens screaming across streets,
neighborhood schools on lockdown.

After reporters and photographers
comb the vicinity canvassing 
live witnesses and local authorities.

After helicopters lift the injured from 
wired baskets to emergency centers and 
black shining body bags are carried out.

After the gunman was shot down
but no one could understand his rage 
camouflaged by quiet politeness.

After everyone remarked on how glorious 
morning had been but then turned to an 
ugly noon marked by yellow tape.

After blinking lights, ashen faces,
cries of distress drowned into night.
There was nothing to do but return to

business as usual.

Joan McNerney
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Teenage EMT, A Sonnet   

“Hey mom, I ride the overnight tonight.”
I groan to hear it, but what’s there to do?
Good luck my son, go save those local lives!
At seventeen, emergency med-o.
   
He is wearing his EMS t-shirt,
Since they’ve sent out his blood-soiled macintosh
to special’y sterilize that kind of dirt.
His little boy clothing I used to wash. 

He sports on his cap there a wacker clip,
Knows nasopharyngeal apparati,
Ways to intubate and NARCAN inject,
Wields epipen ‘n inhaler, “op’n carry”.

Teens never to do what we expect them to.
“I’ll be at the squad, dial (911) if you need to.”

Cassiopia O'Star
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Nightmare #22

All of the blood has run out of your body
and onto the floor
and out
into the hall.
And I am still
preparing the tourniquet.

Barbara Ruth
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Morning

As a child I could not understand why people need to forget about death, but 
then I fell in love. I made promises, plans, and children, and then it dawned 
on me (as if it were a pleasant thing, gradual and glorious like a sunrise, not 
a sudden, crushing  panic, me huddled under blankets for days, afraid that 
I’d die if I came out, that the roof might cave in, a plane might fall from the 
sky, I might die, I might die) when you love, what is there but the nagging 
(certainty) fear that someday life will take it from you. I still can’t say that I am 
not afraid because there is no (love) fear so great as what rises in your heart 
the first time you listen to your baby breathing, a sudden aching techni-color 
panic ohgodpleasedon’ttakehimfromme, but the other morning my dead brother 
stopped by in that moment before the dawn, between waking and dreaming, 
resurrected from a broken heart, his or mine, and kissed me on the forehead, 
and I (remembered) understood that I was better off in the first place, loving 
what is inevitable, because it’s not like all the worrying is ever going to stop 
them leaving. Is it.

Shannon Connor Winward
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llibrecht baker Dembrebrah West African Drum & Dance Ensemble member. VONA/Voices & 
Lambda Literary Fellow. Sundress Publications’ Assistant Editor. MFA in Interdisciplinary 
Arts from Goddard College. Poetry in Writing the Walls Down: A Convergence of LGBTQ 
Voices, CHORUS: A Literary Mixtape, Emerge: A Lambda Literary Fellows Anthology, and 
forthcoming in Solace: Writing, Refuge, and LGBTQ Women of Color (BLF Press). 

Tate A. Geborkoff is a queer poet and playwright working and living in Chicago. Most recently his 
poems have appeared in Birch Gang Review, Words + Pictures, Curbside Splendor, The Doctor T.J. 
Eckleburg Review and Burningword Literary Journal with an upcoming publication in Juked. 
He was nominated for Best New Work/New Adaptation at the 2015 Broadwayworld Chicago 
Awards and was selected as a semifinalist for the National Playwrights Conference (2015). 

Caseyrenée Lopez is a non-binary queerfemme atheist living in the Deep South. They write their pain 
as poems, and in addition to editing Crab Fat Magazine, run TQ Review and Damaged Goods 
Press in an effort to platform marginalized writers/artists, particularly queer and trans folks. 
Their first chapbook of poems, QueerSexWords, was published by Yellow Chair Press in April 
2016. Follow them on Twitter @caseyreneelopez.

Dawson Steeber has been teaching writing as part of the adjunct army for nearly 10 years, which 
is why he is now living in his car and occasionally in a tent behind a friend’s barn. He now 
writes by daylight and flashlight. He is concerned mostly with themes of rebellion and love, and 
finding a full-time job and home.

Tom Russell lives in Nebraska and works at the Omaha Public Library. His poetry has appeared in 
several online journals. 

Mercedes Webb-Pullman graduated from Victoria University Wellington with MA in Creative Writing 
2011. Her poems and prose have appeared in Turbine, 4th Floor, Swamp, Reconfigurations, The 
Electronic Bridge, Otoliths, Connotations, The Red Room, Typewriter, and Cliterature, among 
others, and in her books.  She lives on the Kapiti Coast, New Zealand.

Joan McNerney’s poetry has been included in numerous literary magazines such as Seven Circle Press, 
Dinner with the Muse, Moonlight Dreamers of Yellow Haze, Blueline, and Halcyon Days.  Three 
Bright Hills Press anthologies, several Poppy Road Review journals, and numerous Kind of A 
Hurricane Press publications have accepted her work.  Her latest title is Having Lunch with the 
Sky and she has four e-books.

Cassiopia O’Star has been writing stories and poetry since 8th grade and has placed in several contests 
over the years. She is interested in how we accommodate and assimilate knowledge to make 
value decisions and how we communicate those derived values to others. Her grown children 
serve as much of her inspiration. Her website is www.star8a.wix.com/cassostar.

Barbara Ruth writes at the convergence of magic and grit, Potowatomee and Jewish, fat and yogi, 
disabled and neurodivergent. She has performed her original work with Mother Tongue and 
Wry Crips Readers’ Theaters in the San Francisco Bay Area, taught in California Poets in 
the Schools in San Diego; co-conspired with DYKETACTICS! in Philadelphia and blogged at 
NeuroQueer. She writes autobiographical fiction, lesbian feminist theory and memoir, and is a 
poet laureate of Fabled Asp, a disabled lesbians storytelling project. She is 70 and lives in San 
Jose. She is the featured photographer for the Summer 2016 issue of Snapdragon: A Journal of 
Art & Healing.

Shannon Connor Winward’s poems have appeared or are forthcoming in The Pedestal Magazine, Gargoyle, 
Analog, Literary Mama, Rogue Agent and PANK, among others. Her chapbook, Undoing 
Winter (Finishing Line Press) is nominated for an Elgin Award.  She is also a poetry editor for 
Devilfish Review.
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